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1. Create an account
To use the SensorCLIP products you need to create an account on the web portal.

1.1. Creating a new account
To create a new account, press the log-in button at the top right corner of our website www.sensorclip.dk.

Click “Create new account”, fill in the information and click “Create account”.

Click "Profile" in the upper-right corner and fill in the required information.
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1.2. Product Registration
When you are ready to add a SensorCLIP product to your user profile, you will need the serial number (S/N)
and the PIN code. You find the information on the black label of the product.

Go to the overview menu and click “Create unit”.
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5
Enter the Serial number and PIN code and name the product.
Then click "Next".

1.3 Payment
Choose a subscription period for the product and click “Next”.

Read and accept the terms and conditions and click “Next”.
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You can pay by credit card by entering your card information, and your product is now enabled.

If you want more products to be included in the same receipt, or if you want to pay using an invoice, please
contact us by phone. SensorCLIP reserves the right to refuse credit purchases.
PHONE: +47 71 99 67 97
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2. Web portal
The web portal is divided into a top menu from where the overall functions can be accessed, as well as a
menu associated with the individual product/unit.
The overall top menu is found in the blue bar – changes in here will affect all units connected to the profile.
The unit menu can be opened/closed with the small arrow – changes in here will affect the specific
product/unit.
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3. Setup
To connect a SensorCLIP unit (product) to the portal, press the button once in the middle of the product. The
unit will start blinking and when it lights up constantly it is connected to the system. After that, it will provide
a status link approx. every 10 seconds.
When the unit is connected, you will be able to see the latest battery and signal status of the unit. If the
status doesn’t show, you may have to click F5 on your keyboard to update the browser.
To connect a unit to the portal, it requires that a subscription for the unit has been purchased.

Before a unit has been connected.

After a unit has been connected.

Once the unit has been connected, you can start adjusting the settings for the unit, by clicking the small
arrow in the bottom.

3.1 Unit settings menu
The unit settings menu consists of these tabs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General
Settings
Alarm receiver
Alarms
Location
Uploads
Measurements
Alarm rules
Subscription

View general information about the unit
Unit settings
Set up recipients of alarm messages
View active and previous alarms
See the location of the unit on Google Maps
Upload relevant information regarding the installation
View or export the raw data measured (Excel/PDF)
Set up rules for when not to send alarm messages
See expiration date or buy subscription

3.2 General
Displays general information about the unit and your subscription status.
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3.3 Settings
This is where you set up your SensorCLIP product. The content of this tab may change according to which
sensor clip product you have added. Please visit the manual for the relevant products product.

If you are using units from SensorCLIP with temperature measurement, the graph for the temperature will
not appear, until the unit has logged some temperature data and sent it to the portal. Temperature values
appear in a graph above the unit menu as shown below.
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3.4 Alarm recipients
To set up alarm recipients – click “Contacts” in the top menu.

Click “Create new”.
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Fill in the name of the contact person and the phone number and e-mail (optional), that is going to receive
the alarms. Then press next.

Now choose from which units the contact person should receive alarms. Please note that all units will be
selected by default. The left box shows deselected units, and the right box shows selected units.

If you want to manage alarm recipients for a specific unit, go to the specific unit and choose the “Alarm
receiver” tab.
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3.5 Alarms
To see current and previous alarms from your units, go to “Alarms” in the top menu.
You can filter the view by choosing a specific unit and/or time interval.

Alarms for a specific unit can also be seen under the unit's "Alarms" tab
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3.6 Location
By clicking the "Location" tab, you can see the location of each unit on Google Maps. The location is based
on information sent from the unit the last time it was connected to the system.
The accuracy of the location may vary depending on the number of cell towers available.

3.7 Uploads
The “Uploads” tab allows you to upload relevant information regarding the installation of the unit i.e., a
picture or a service manual.

3.10 Measurements
This tab shows the raw data logged by the unit. Data can be selected from a given period, and all data can be
exported as Excel or PDF.
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3.9 Alarm rules
From the Alarm rules tab, it is possible to set up specific rules for alarms. Please note that a rule is an
expression of exceptions – i.e., when should the unit not be sending alarms.
For example, if a heating cabinet in a supermarket is deliberately switched off every night when the store
closes, an alarm rule could be; No alarm between 6am to 8pm.

In addition, the days in which a rule should apply can be defined as well as the preference for SMS and/or
email alarms.
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3.11 Subscription
This tab shows the expiration date of the subscription associated with the unit. In addition, you have the
option to extend the subscription by clicking “Extend” (see section 1.3 Payment).
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4. SensorCLIP SC100
SensorCLIP SC100 is a voltage alarm for mounting on the outside of a cable's insulation. It can be used on
cables up to Ø18cm, and it works on voltages between 220V to 480V. SensorCLIP does not work on shielded
cables. SensorCLIP must be placed where it is not affected by water. The unit has a built-in temperature
alarm, and it can measure the surrounding temperature. The temperature sensor in a SensorCLIP works from
0 to +80 degrees Celsius.

4.1 Settings

4.2 Name
The name applied here is also the name used in alarm messages sent to the alarm recipients.
4.3 Wakeups per week
This setting is meant to determine how often the unit should connect to the server and report a status.
You can choose whether the unit should connect from 1-7 times per week. Please note that the more often
the greater the battery consumption will be.
If a unit does not connect within the scheduled time, an alarm message is sent saying that the unit does not
communicate as it should.
4.4 Temperature limits
This can be set up if you want to monitor temperature in the room where the unit is located. Drag the circles
to select the minimum and maximum temperature limit you want.
Note that the second circle is visible only after the first circle is moved. If both circles are set to zero, no
logging will be made, and no alarms will be sent.
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5. Cool Guard SC100CL / Temperature Guard ST100CL/ST100CR
A Cool Guard is a mobile unit that measures the temperature where it is, using the built-in sensor or via an
external sensor that can be purchased separately. When installing the external sensor, the system will send a
service message saying that an external sensor is active.
The Cool Guard uses 3 x AA Lithium batteries, which is operational down to -40 degrees Celsius. If alkaline
batteries are used, you should be aware that these do not work below 0 degrees Celsius.
Temperature Guard uses the same interface as Cool Guard and operate the same way on the web portal. It
comes in two versions – one with Lithium batteries (ST100CL) as well as a version with 230V supply and
rechargeable backup batteries (ST100CR). The lid of the Temperature Guard 230V version must never be
removed without shutting off the power first.

5.1 Settings

5.2 Name
The name applied here is also the name used in alarm messages sent to the alarm recipients.
5.3 Time for synchronization
This defines when the unit should update the portal with the collected data. A value must be defined.
5.4 Alarm delay
Alarm delay is used to insert a tolerance into the unit where it is not required to send alarms. For example,
by defrosting or by an opened door for filling goods or other things. If this tolerance period is exceeded, an
alarm message is sent out.
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5.5 Calibration
If you want to set Cool Guard after another thermometer, you can subtract or add values to the measured
temperature so that it is calibrated according to the desired equipment.
5.6 Resend alarm
Rebroadcasting the alarm serves as an additional reminder. For example, if the unit is still on alert after X
number of minutes/hours, the system can send out an additional alarm message.
5.7 Synchronize after alarm
Cool Guard is battery powered and will therefore turn off the mobile connection when not in use. This
means that you cannot see live data, but only data in relation to the last connection time.
In the temperature alarm, it will turn on the cellular data connection and send the temperature alarm to the
alarm receivers.
After that, wait for a temperature OK message to be received or check the cooler/freezer. With after-alarm
synchronization, it is possible for the unit to connect to the system after X number of minutes and update
the temperature graph. Then it can be seen in the graph whether the temperature is stable, going up or
down, it can support a decision to check the cooler/freezer.
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6. Level Guard
The Level Guard is a mobile battery-powered unit, that can be used to send alarms at high/low liquid levels.
The unit uses a "Normal close" contact, and a float ball or other equipment can be connected to this input.
The unit is also available in a 230V version with backup batteries, with associated voltage alarm on the
supply. The lid of the Level Guard 230V version must never be removed without shutting off the power first.

6.1 Settings:

6.2 Name
The name applied here is also the name used in alarm messages sent to the alarm recipients.
6.3 Wakeups per week
This setting is meant to determine how often the unit should connect to the server and report a status.
You can choose whether the unit should connect from 1-7 times per week. Please note that the more often
the greater the battery consumption will be.
If a unit does not connect within the scheduled time, an alarm message is sent saying that the unit does not
communicate as it should.
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7. Well Guard
Well Guard is used to monitor Levels in wells and log data about the equipment's running times and energy
consumption. After the unit has first submitted log data to the portal, this data will be visible in a graph
above the unit settings. Data can be changed in the graph by selecting from the drop-down menu at the top
left.

7.1 Settings
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7.2 Name
The name applied here is also the name used in alarm messages sent to the alarm recipients.
7.3 Wakeups per week
This setting is meant to determine how often the unit should connect to the server and report a status.
You can choose whether the unit should connect from 1-7 times per week. Please note that the more often
the greater the battery consumption will be.
If a unit does not connect within the scheduled time, an alarm message is sent saying that the unit does not
communicate as it should.
7.4 Voltage
The volt setting is very important to set correctly, this option is essential for data calculations of
consumption data. If the phase coil is mounted around 1 of 3 phases on an engine, the volt setting should be
set at 400V, if it’s mounted on a single phase where the cord consists of one phase and one zero (and
ground) the setting should be set at 230V.
7.5 Power off alarm delay
If there is a power outage to the unit, it can send a power off alert. If you want a delay before the unit sends
the alarm message, it can be inserted into the power off alarm delay. If the unit is still on alert after this
delay tolerance, the alarm message is sent.
7.6 Max runtime
Max runtime is an alarm option if, for example, a pump should not run longer than X minutes but is still
running. For example, it may be a dry-run pump. Set a value for the maximum amount of time it can run
before receiving an alarm.
7.7 Max runtime delay
Can be used to insert a delay tolerance before issuing an alarm for the Max runtime.
If the unit is still on alert after this tolerance, the alarm message is sent out.
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8. Door Guard
Door Guard is used to raise the alarm in the event of unauthorized opening of i.e., gates, trucks, container
doors etc. For example, can a tools container in a construction yard, be programmed to send an alarm from
6pm to 7am the next day, in case the door is being opened.

8.1 Settings

8.2 Name
The name applied here is also the name used in alarm messages sent to the alarm recipients.
8.3 Wakeups per week
This setting is meant to determine how often the unit should connect to the server and report a status.
You can choose whether the unit should connect from 1-7 times per week. Please note that the more often
the greater the battery consumption will be.
If a unit does not connect within the scheduled time, an alarm message is sent saying that the unit does not
communicate as it should.
8.4 Alarm rules
To set up alarm rules, please visit section 3.9 Alarm rules” in the manual.
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9. Fence Guard
Fence Guard is used to monitor voltage on electric fences. If the voltage drops below a certain value, an
alarm message is sent, for example "Voltage Alarm - 2300 Volt".
Fence Guard also has a built-in "Normal closed" contact set, where for example, a floating ball can be
connected to a drinking vessel.
The graph shows the voltage during a period, which can be selected in the calendar in the upper right
corner. The value of the last measured voltage can be read at the top of the center.
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9.1 Name
The name applied here is also the name used in alarm messages sent to the alarm recipients.
9.2 Wakeups per week
This setting is meant to determine how often the unit should connect to the server and report a status.
You can choose whether the unit should connect from 1-7 times per week. Please note that the more often
the greater the battery consumption will be.
If a unit does not connect within the scheduled time, an alarm message is sent saying that the unit does not
communicate as it should.
9.3 Alarm limit
Here you can set the limit, for how low the voltage in the fence can go, before triggering the alarm. If the
voltage is below the selected value, the system will send an alarm to the contact person(s) by SMS and/or
email.
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